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Danny Dingle's 
Super-Secret Spy 

Notebook.

DO NOT READ (unless you are Danny, Percy or 
Superdog.) 

This book is guarded by Evil Edgar: an invisible 
hedgehog with military training. 

Continue at your own risk!

You have been warned. . .
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So, Evil Edgar may not have been the best 
bodyguard. 

But you would have been in trouble if you were a 
slug! Or a tin of cat food!

6: hedgehog needs to be in military uniform 
with a beret
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Anyway. . .

Let me get you up to speed. 

This is me, the world famous (almost) GENIUS 
inventor, Danny Dingle. 
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And this is Superdog, my psychic ‘pet’ toad.
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I should probably warn you now that, although 
he may look like a toad, Superdog is a GENIUS in 
disguise. Honestly, he’s so super-intelligent and crafty 
that Mum won’t let him in the house anymore.
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We live in a house, or MADHOUSE, as I like 
to call it, in Greenville.
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I also go to school in Greenville. But I’m not 
going to talk about school seeing as it’s the 
SUMMER HOLIDAYS and I get to spend my days 
doing super-            GENIUS things like: 

- Reading lots of Metal Face comics 

World's Best Superhero EVER!
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- Trying to do the world’s BIGGEST and 
most IMPRESSIVE fart
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- Go out searching for fantastic finds so I 
can make my GENIUS inventions

COOL STUFF
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- Hang out with my best friend and slightly 
‘dopey’ assistant, Percy McDuff
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- Hide out in my secret laboratory (which 
is cleverly disguised as a normal clubhouse) and 
create AMAZING INVENTIONS with 
Superdog and Percy


